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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can see from this brief statement that I began my professional career in the business world, specifically as an accountant in public accounting, gaining my CPA in about 1968.  That experience became my “professional distortion” and has influenced my management style and approach as I entered the world of CE.  I found no help in understanding the special circumstances of CE when I started and so developed my own approaches which I have recorded now in two books.  The information in these two books and the information offered in this presentation come directly from my experience in dealing with very practical issues of creating useful management information and in conveying  and communicating such information to the stakeholders in CE—CE staff and parent institution management.



OBJECTIVES

 MODULE #2:  March 13th

1. Be able to create a business plan for a defined CE 
course or program

2. Be able to list the essential elements of a sound CE 
financial management system

3. Know how to communicate financial information for 
the best effect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the objectives we have set for this module.  (Review).  If we have time we will also talk about the special circumstances that many of us face today; creating budgets and financial plans that go beyond the normal annual operating cycle.  QUESTION:  Please send in your specific questions and/or issues that you would like me to address in this module.



The Many Ways to Look at  
a CE Organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All are useful.To repeat what we quickly reviewed in Module 1, there are many ways to look at a CE organization and we need to examine the functions of an organization from many angles.  



CE Administration Functional View

Develop & 
Deliver

Marketing

Administrative & 
Management Services

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, we might view it as consisting of a set of activities to be carried out.  Here are the major and typical activities of a CE organization.  



Continued growth overall

Improve profitability in 
underperforming areas

Use emerging technologies to 
gain market share & efficiency

Maintain our core 
competencies

Manage change: 
Customer base
Staff
Other units
Technology

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another way of viewing an organization is to see it as a set of purposes or intentions.



Continuing Education Organizational Chart

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A much more common way of depicting an organization is the organization chart, an example of which is shown here.  This also might be considered a depiction of the responsibility structure of the organization because it shows who is responsible for what and who reports to whom.  In fact, most financial reporting systems are based on this view of the organization, since responsibility for financial results are a major responsibility of everyone. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many other views of the organization might be developed.  For instance, one might look at the organization from the standpoint of the market it serves.We could also take other views of the organization.  For instance, we could look at an organization in terms of the distribution of its services geographically (downtown, north county, suburban learning centers, etc.) Finally, we could look at an organization from its financial structure.  I call this view the “financial roll-up structure since it attempts to track the development of resources from the smallest unit of sale (say, the course) and “roll up”  the financials aggregations at subsequent levels, going from one course, to a group of courses in a particular program (say project management) to a group of programs in a department (say, business and management) to the adding together of academic income producing units (called, say, academic departments) and then adding in the various cost centers comprising the administrative units (record, registration, marketing , etc)Yet another way of looking at an organization might be called the market or domain view.  This shows the main domains constituting UCI Extension and their relative size, with “core” meaning face-to-face classroom activity in our service area.  Each of these views is valid, legitimate, and useful.



Criteria for a Flexible Financial System

 Defines cost object in lowest common 
denominator (for “roll-up”)

 Provides for project costing
 Provides multidimensional budgeting
 Based on activity-based costing
 Handles multi-year accounting
 Provides for risk assessment and allocation
 Supports specific deals and partnerships
 Honors institutional requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review lowest cost object and roll up from first module—why do this? Reference multidimensional budgeting.Why project costing—specific to CEMultidimensional—refer to many views of the organization, add geographical, subject audience etc.ABCMulti-year required for online, longer term projectsRisk assessment and allocation—winners and losersDeals and partnerships—the future of CE, need for accountabilityInstitutional requirements—the burden of being differentQuestion:  Would any of you out there add something to this list?  Please send in your suggestions.



Creating a Business Plan:   Adopting a 
Business Planning Attitude

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first section of this module deals with the creation of a business plan.  More importantly, I want to convey in this section the notion of what business planning is, because the primary purpose of any financial management system is to support management decision-making.  Such decision making information consists of two parts:  planning and the comparing actual results with plans.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
To see how business planning fits, let’s quickly review the standard strategic planning process of an organization.  Remember, financial systems should support, rather than drive such efforts.  This chart builds from the bottom.  First we start with the traditional environmental scanning and SWOT analysis which should be done almost continually.  Out of this and repeated every few years is the creation and revision of the Vision, Mission, and Values statements for the organization.  Then, say, every two or three years, the organization might create some strategic goals.  And then finally, every year, the organization should create some specific plans and strategic initiatives.  Thus we build from the general to the specific ending with “action plans.”   Business planning comes in at this level or even at a further level of granularity and is characterized by the careful allocation of resources and resource projections to the planning process. 



How Business Planning Differs from   
Strategic Planning

1. Deals with a specific and defined project
2. Is part of and relates to a strategic goal
3. Specifies action and timelines
4. Assigns specific responsibility and defines roles
5. Includes budget estimates and estimated revenue 

expectations
6. Provides detailed metrics for success or failure 

and “go, no go” decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The business planning process is designed to support a decision about some proposed action.  It may address a strategic initiative as listed in the previous slide or it may be employed at lower levels of granularity and deal with projects that support strategic initiatives.  Remember, the process is designed to help managers decide whether or not to do something and decisions not to undertake something are often just as, if not more, valuable than deciding to do something.  Remember the advice of Peter Drucker:  “If you can’t find some reasons not to do something, don’t do it!”  This means to be careful not to get so caught up in the optimism of a new project that you don’t recognize the possible downsides.  



UC IRVINE EXTENSION 
BUSINESS PLAN

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the business planning template we use at UC Irvine Extension.  I am not going to go through it in any detail—you have it available to you and I hope it is generally self explanatory.  I believe it meets the criteria given in the previous slide.  My purpose in providing it to you here is that it illustrates what I mean by the “business planning attitude” I want to convey.  It asks tough questions and requires that the presenter have done some homework and analysis.  Note that we think of this document as a work in process and not something that needs to be fully hatched before it is presented.  Frequently we put these documents in a shared environment so that several people can contribute and make comments as the plan is being developed.  How does this relate to general financial planning?  Remember I placed as one component of a flexible financial management system “project accounting.”  In fact, I and most CE deans are faced with decisions about new efforts on a continuous and frequent basis.  No CE unit can survive without creating new programs very frequently.  Some programs have an average shelf life of three years which means one third of the programs have to be replaced every year.  A financial management system that ignores this basic reality is simply not serving the organization or its management very well.Question:  Do you have any questions or comments about business planning?  Send them in.



Elements of a Sound CE Financial 
Management System

1. Meets requirements for the parent institutional 
system

2. Supports and is consistent with the CE 
organizational strategic planning process

3. Utilizes an indirect cost allocation system that 
avoids “distorted behavior”

4. Provides timely and accurate information to CE 
decision-makers

5. Offers information on multi-year rejects
6. Provides consistency in reporting over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In an earlier slide I offered some points on criteria for a flexible financial management system as an introduction to his module.  Here I take an overlapping but somewhat different approach to examining and judging CE financial systems. 



EXTERNAL

INSTITUTIONAL

INTERNAL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I talk about the essential elements in detail, let me show you this depiction of the context for the CE financial management system.  We frequently think of such systems as highly formal and prescriptive, but sound financial systems should be an organic part of the organizational environment, an environment composed of internal, institutional, and external elements.  The first element I listed in the previous slide was “Meets requirements of the institutional system.”  Clearly, the CE organization is part of a larger whole and must report its financial data according to established structures.  However, one of the facts of CE administration is that institutional systems are rarely suited to CE management.  This is primarily because institutions are generally focused on resource allocation systems rather than the resource generation requirements of most CE operations.  This resource allocation system is manifested in fund accounting which is devoted to making sure that any particular fund (as defined) is used only for its designated purpose and is not overspent.  Particularly problematic are institutional requirements that dissociate the income produced from the expenses incurred to produce it.  So, frequently, a CE organization will be called to account for an expense overage without regard to the fact that the overage was caused by a much larger than expected volume of enrollments and income.  Institutional requirements also often focus on the control of FTE faculty and staff, something that is managed quite differently in self supporting units.  



Elements of a Sound CE Financial 
Management System

1. Meets requirements for the parent institutional 
system

2. Supports and is consistent with the CE 
organizational strategic planning process

3. Utilizes an indirect cost allocation system that 
avoids “distorted behavior”

4. Provides timely and accurate information to CE 
decision-makers

5. Offers information on multi-year rejects
6. Provides consistency in reporting over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Getting back to my list, we have already described how and why CE financial systems should support the strategic planning process.  To this concept we need to add that the main structure for financial systems to reflect the responsibility structure (organizational chart) of the CE unit.  However, sound financial systems are also able to incorporate what I call multidimensional budgeting so that separate financial results can be drawn for different structures.  For instance, it would be useful for the CE organization to see the financial results form a particular geographic region or center with the income and expenses of all the courses offered there totaled even if they go across the responsibility structure. In Module 1 we discussed the issue of indirect cost allocation methods, including ABC. So I won’t spend too much time talking about these elements.  



Elements of a Sound CE Financial 
Management System

1. Meets requirements for the parent institutional 
system

2. Supports and is consistent with the CE 
organizational strategic planning process

3. Utilizes an indirect cost allocation system that 
avoids “distorted behavior”

4. Provides timely and accurate information to CE 
decision-makers

5. Offers information on multi-year rejects
6. Provides consistency in reporting over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Timely and accurate information is the heart of any financial system and this has many elements.



The Planning Model
With Cumulative Program Costs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With regard to the provision of timely and accurate information for decision makers, let’s go back to a slide from Module 1 that depicts the typical course or program planning model with cumulative costs.  Note that time is the x axis.



Timing and Transaction Flow
Time
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a different way of showing this planning model which adds more elements.  Discuss the following:The importance of matching income and expense in the same period and associated with the cost object properly positioned time wiseThe notion of deferred and accrued costsThe inadequacy of institutional systems to do thisThe trade-off between timeliness and accuracyThe notion of project as cost object and the inadequacy of project costingNote that there are two decision points indicated on the graph “Decision to promote” and “decision to proceed” (go, no go).  These are points when data is needed.



Elements of a Sound CE Financial 
Management System

1. Meets requirements for the parent institutional 
system

2. Supports and is consistent with the CE 
organizational strategic planning process

3. Utilizes an indirect cost allocation system that 
avoids “distorted behavior”

4. Provides timely and accurate information to CE 
decision-makers

5. Offers information on multi-year rejects
6. Provides consistency in reporting over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This element is really a version of the last one we talked about.  Discuss:The increasing importance of “investments” in the future, specifically online programsThe problem in not having a balance sheet and what assets meanThe use of deferral accounting and reserves for handling such itemsThe notion of amortization and matching income and expenseHow this all occurs very idiosyncratically in institutions



Elements of a Sound CE Financial 
Management System

1. Meets requirements for the parent institutional 
system

2. Supports and is consistent with the CE 
organizational strategic planning process

3. Utilizes an indirect cost allocation system that 
avoids “distorted behavior”

4. Provides timely and accurate information to CE 
decision-makers

5. Offers information on multi-year rejects
6. Provides consistency in reporting over time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Surprisingly one of the greatest challenges for CE organization is to decide on a standard set of reports and to stick to it over time.  Discuss:The importance of historical record and consistency for reportingThe need for help in interpretationThe structuring of analysis for both internal and external usersThe notion of what gets measured, gets paid attention to (sets expectations and behavior) The organizational churn that develops when things are changedQuestions:  Any questions or comments on this section?  Send them in.



Communicating CE Financial Information 
(Elements)

 Standard, consistent reports
 Straight-forward interpretation
 Roll up references

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last points I made regarding standard reports and formats and consistency are good introductions to this section.  Discuss these three elements.



CE Organization Strategic Budget 
Public % Contract % Int'l % Managerial Total %

Number of Programs 2,425                 87 56 2,568
Number of Cancelled Programs 131                     0 2 133
Cancellation Rate 5.4% 0.0% 3.6% 5.2%
Programs Carried 2,294                 87 54 2,435
Number of Enrollments 54,375               3,250 2,500 60,125
Average Class Size 23.7                   37.4 46.3 24.7

Fee Income $20,218,779 100.0% $2,183,500 100.0% $1,578,800 100.0% $23,981,079 100.0%

Direct Expenses
Promotion $1,782,793 8.8% $225,000 10.3% $198,000 12.5% $2,205,793 9.2%
Instructor Comp 4,956,382         24.5% 744,300 34.1% 680,000 43.1% 6,830,682 26.61%
Supplies & Expense 1,499,101         7.4% 165,285 7.6% 200,000 12.7% 1,864,386 7.77%

Total Direct $8,238,276 40.7% $1,134,585 52.0% $1,078,000 68.3% $10,450,861 43.58%

Gross Margin $11,980,503 53.9% $1,048,915 48.0% $500,800 31.7% $13,530,218 56.42%

Departmental Expense
Product Related $3,168,175 15.7% $233,305 10.7% $176,000 11.1% $3,577,480 14.92%
Customer Related 823,685             4.1% 122,108 5.6% 246,700 15.6% 1,192,493 4.97%
Managerial Related 1,132,869 1,132,869 4.72%
Other 59,625 59,625 0.25%

Total Departmental Expense $3,991,860 19.7% $355,413 16.3% $422,700 26.8% $1,192,494 $5,962,467 24.86%

Available for Indirect Costs $7,988,643 39.5% $693,502 31.8% $78,100 4.9% ($1,192,494) $7,567,751 31.56%

CE Organization Indirect Costs
Payroll $4,352,612 18.15%
Supplies & Expense 4,849,699 20.22%
Equipment 197,174 0.82%
Internal Recharges (2,081,734) -8.68%

Total Indirect Costs $7,317,751 30.51%

Addition to CE Reserves $250,000 1.04%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Position of income and expense, use and positioning of columns, line itemsInterpretive data at top (data + derivatives)Ordering of expense to show gross marginHierarchy of indirect costs
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CE Organization Strategic Budget 
Public % Contract % Int'l % Managerial Total %

Number of Programs 2,425                 87 56 2,568
Number of Cancelled Programs 131                     0 2 133
Cancellation Rate 5.4% 0.0% 3.6% 5.2%
Programs Carried 2,294                 87 54 2,435
Number of Enrollments 54,375               3,250 2,500 60,125
Average Class Size 23.7                   37.4 46.3 24.7

Fee Income $20,218,779 100.0% $2,183,500 100.0% $1,578,800 100.0% $23,981,079 100.0%

Direct Expenses
Promotion $1,782,793 8.8% $225,000 10.3% $198,000 12.5% $2,205,793 9.2%
Instructor Comp 4,956,382         24.5% 744,300 34.1% 680,000 43.1% 6,830,682 26.61%
Supplies & Expense 1,499,101         7.4% 165,285 7.6% 200,000 12.7% 1,864,386 7.77%

Total Direct $8,238,276 40.7% $1,134,585 52.0% $1,078,000 68.3% $10,450,861 43.58%

Gross Margin $11,980,503 53.9% $1,048,915 48.0% $500,800 31.7% $13,530,218 56.42%

Departmental Expense
Product Related $3,168,175 15.7% $233,305 10.7% $176,000 11.1% $3,577,480 14.92%
Customer Related 823,685             4.1% 122,108 5.6% 246,700 15.6% 1,192,493 4.97%
Managerial Related 1,132,869 1,132,869 4.72%
Other 59,625 59,625 0.25%

Total Departmental Expense $3,991,860 19.7% $355,413 16.3% $422,700 26.8% $1,192,494 $5,962,467 24.86%

Available for Indirect Costs $7,988,643 39.5% $693,502 31.8% $78,100 4.9% ($1,192,494) $7,567,751 31.56%

CE Organization Indirect Costs
Payroll $4,352,612 18.15%
Supplies & Expense 4,849,699 20.22%
Equipment 197,174 0.82%
Internal Recharges (2,081,734) -8.68%

Total Indirect Costs $7,317,751 30.51%

Addition to CE Reserves $250,000 1.04%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handling of CE organization indirect costs (not attributed to columns Use of %Convention of bolding and use of dollar signsTerminology (no use of “profit”)Regarding the hierarchy of indirect costs, you might recall this slide from Module 1, which depicted the “levels of success” as increasing income covered successive levels of costs from direct through the various categories of indirect costs.  This financial statement is a rough approximation of that visual depiction.



Budget 
199A-B

Actual 
199A-B

Better 
(Worse)

Actual 
Prior Year

Better 
(Worse)

Income
Department 1 (Arts & Sci) $6,683 $6,503 ($180) $6,321 $182
Department 2 1,693 1,666 (27) 1,594 72
Departments 3-N 15,605 16,063 458 13,786 2,277

Total $23,981 $24,232 $251 $21,701 $2,531

Expense-Program Depts.
Department 1 (Arts & Sci) $4,343 $4,224 $119 $4,371 $147
Department 2 1,196 1,174 22 1,192 18
Departments 3-N 10,874 11,363 (489) 10,367 (996)

Total $16,413 $16,761 ($348) $15,930 ($831)
Available for Indirect Costs

Department 1 (Arts & Sci) $2,340 $2,279 ($61) $1,950 $329
Department 2 497 492 (5) 402 90
Departments 3-N 4,731 4,700 (31) 3,419 1,281

Total $7,568 $7,471 ($97) $5,771 $1,700
Less Service Departments

Director's & Personnel $879 $830 $49 $799 ($31)
Business & IT 1,462 1,412 50 1,380 (32)
Registration 1,156 1,123 33 1,100 (23)
Classroom 1,975 1,911 64 1,677 (234)
Marketing 815 800 15 756 (44)
Other 1,031 1,074 (43) 983 (91)

Total $7,318 $7,150 $168 $6,695 ($455)
Increase (Decrease)
  in Reserves $250 $321 $71 ($924) $1,245

Departmental Summary (Exhibit 12.7)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the previous schedule presents the operating results for  a period and provides for comparisons (interpretation) of results among operational units, it is missing something very important—a comparison of this actual results with budget and pervious year.  We need to judge our success against our budget and to try to see trends from one year to the next, or, even over several years.  This schedule shows some different information in different ways.Note columns (particularly better, worse)Note line items



Communicating CE Financial Information 
(Elements)

 Standard, consistent reports
 Straight-forward interpretation
 Roll up references

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In what I have just done I have tried to show how standard formats over time are important and that financial statements and communication of financial data should lead the reader to appropriate and useful interpretations.  There is one more point I would like to make which I have termed the roll-up process a term I used in Module 1.  



CE Organization Strategic Budget 
Public % Contract % Int'l % Managerial Total %

Number of Programs 2,425                 87 56 2,568
Number of Cancelled Programs 131                     0 2 133
Cancellation Rate 5.4% 0.0% 3.6% 5.2%
Programs Carried 2,294                 87 54 2,435
Number of Enrollments 54,375               3,250 2,500 60,125
Average Class Size 23.7                   37.4 46.3 24.7

Fee Income $20,218,779 100.0% $2,183,500 100.0% $1,578,800 100.0% $23,981,079 100.0%

Direct Expenses
Promotion $1,782,793 8.8% $225,000 10.3% $198,000 12.5% $2,205,793 9.2%
Instructor Comp 4,956,382         24.5% 744,300 34.1% 680,000 43.1% 6,830,682 26.61%
Supplies & Expense 1,499,101         7.4% 165,285 7.6% 200,000 12.7% 1,864,386 7.77%

Total Direct $8,238,276 40.7% $1,134,585 52.0% $1,078,000 68.3% $10,450,861 43.58%

Gross Margin $11,980,503 53.9% $1,048,915 48.0% $500,800 31.7% $13,530,218 56.42%

Departmental Expense
Product Related $3,168,175 15.7% $233,305 10.7% $176,000 11.1% $3,577,480 14.92%
Customer Related 823,685             4.1% 122,108 5.6% 246,700 15.6% 1,192,493 4.97%
Managerial Related 1,132,869 1,132,869 4.72%
Other 59,625 59,625 0.25%

Total Departmental Expense $3,991,860 19.7% $355,413 16.3% $422,700 26.8% $1,192,494 $5,962,467 24.86%

Available for Indirect Costs $7,988,643 39.5% $693,502 31.8% $78,100 4.9% ($1,192,494) $7,567,751 31.56%

CE Organization Indirect Costs
Payroll $4,352,612 18.15%
Supplies & Expense 4,849,699 20.22%
Equipment 197,174 0.82%
Internal Recharges (2,081,734) -8.68%

Total Indirect Costs $7,317,751 30.51%

Addition to CE Reserves $250,000 1.04%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each column is supported by another schedule.



Program 1 Total

Typical CE Program Budget

Cindy Total

Budget Summary Worksheet

Fall Total

Program Term Summary Worksheet

Total Fall

Program Course Summary Worksheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have tried to illustrate this in this slide; explain.



QUESTIONS?



For More Information

 To purchase Gary’s book, “Using Financial 
Information in Continuing Education: Accepted 
Methods and New Approaches” visit: 
http://doi.contentdirections.com/mr/greenwood.j
sp?doi=10.1336/0897749413

 Or call Greenwood Publishing Group at 800-368-
6868

http://doi.contentdirections.com/mr/greenwood.jsp?doi=10.1336/0897749413�
http://doi.contentdirections.com/mr/greenwood.jsp?doi=10.1336/0897749413�


Gary W. Matkin
Dean, Continuing Education

University of California, Irvine
gmatkin@uci.edu

http://unex.uci.edu/garymatkin
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